Summary. We consider statistical inference of trends in mean non-stationary models.
Introduction
An important problem in time series analysis is the estimation of trends. Assume that the data X 1 , . . . , X n , are observed from the model
where µ is an unknown regression function defined on [0, 1] and (e k ) is a mean 0 stationary process. The process (X k ) is mean non-stationary and it can be interpreted as a signal (µ) plus noise (e k ) model. The paper has two primary goals. The first one is to develop statistical procedures to test whether the trend µ in the model (1) has structural breaks or jumps. If the curve µ is smooth, our second goal is to construct simultaneous confidence bands (SCB) for µ. Throughout the paper we consider a posteriori or off-line inference, namely the data have already been collected before the analysis.
For the model (1), the classical change-point analysis concerns testing the null hypothesis µ 1 = . . . = µ n versus the alternative of one or multiple change points
where µ k = µ(k/n) and k 1 , . . . , k J are called change points. The alternative hypothesis says that µ is a piecewise constant function. Here we shall generalize the classical setting of piecewise constant functions to piecewise Lipschitz continuous functions. The latter setting seems more reasonable in practical situations in which trends are expected to change smoothly instead of staying at the same level between successive abrupt events.
Let µ(t), t ∈ [0, 1], be a piecewise Lipschitz continuous function. Discontinuous points of µ are called structural breaks. In practice, structural breaks may be caused by sudden events, abrupt policy changes and catastrophes among others.
Nonparametric inference of regression functions with jumps has been an active area of research. It would be impossible to have a complete list here and we only mention some representatives: Müller (1992) , Wu and Chu (1993) , Qiu and Yandell (1998) , Spokoiny (1998) , Müller and Stadtmüller (1999) , Grégoire and Hamrouni (2002) , Qiu (2003) and Gijbels and Goderniaux (2004) . See also references therein for further information. In the majority of the above mentioned results, the errors e k are assumed to be independent.
The independence assumption is a serious restriction and it excludes many important applications. The restriction is particularly problematic in time series analysis in which dependence is the rule rather than the exception and is actually the main objective of interest. Tang and MacNeill (1993) argued that the presence of serial correlation can seriously affect the distributions of change-point statistics.
For our second goal of constructing SCB for µ, we assume that µ is smooth. SCB can be used to find parametric forms of µ. For example, in the study of global temperature series, an interesting problem is to test whether the trend is linear, quadratic or of other patterns. Under the assumption of independent errors, the construction of SCB has been discussed by Johnston (1982) , Härdle (1989) , Knafl, Sacks and Ylvisaker (1982, 1985) , Hall and Titterington (1988) , Härdle and Marron (1991) , Eubank and Speckman (1993) , Sun and Loader (1994) , Xia (1998) , Cummins, Filloon and Nychka (2001) and Dümbgen (2003) among others. Eubank and Speckman (1993) applied Kolmós et al (1975) 's strong invariance principle and constructed SCB for µ with with asymptotically correct nominal values. In the context of kernel density estimation, Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) obtained SCB for density functions. The construction of SCB has been a difficult problem if the errors e k are dependent. Partial answers are given in Bühlmann (1998) . In this paper, by applying the strong invariance principle of stationary processes in , we shall provide a solution to the problem and construct SCB with asymptotically correct nominal coverage probabilities.
We now introduce some notation. Let I be an interval of R. A function f is said to be Lipschitz continuous on I, denoted by f ∈ L(I), if there exists a nonnegative number c < ∞ such that for all x, x ∈ I, |f (
denote the collection of functions having up to mth order derivatives. For a function g let , p > 0, and X = X 2 . Write S n = n i=1 e i and S −n = n i=1 e −i , n ≥ 0. For two real sequences {a n } and {b n }, write a n ∼ b n if lim n→∞ a n /b n = 1 and a n b n if there exists a c > 0 such that 1/c ≤ |a n /b n | ≤ c for all large n.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Structural assumptions on the error sequence (e i ) are made in Section 2. Section 3 concerns testing the existence of structural breaks of µ. Section 4 discusses the construction of SCB of µ in the presence of dependent errors e i . To apply the results in Sections 3 and 4, we need to choose smoothing parameters and estimate the long-term variance of (e i ). The latter is discussed in Section 5. A simulation study is carried out in Section 6. Section 7 contains applications in global warming data and the Nile river data. Proofs are given in Section 8.
The error structure
We assume that the error process (e i ) in the model (1) is stationary and causal. Let ε i , i ∈ Z, be independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables and G a measurable function such that
is a proper random variable with mean 0 and finite variance. Many processes fall within the framework of (3) [see Priestley (1988) , Tong (1990) and Stine (1997) among others].
Prominent examples are linear process and many widely used nonlinear time series including threshold autoregressive models, bilinear autoregressive models and (generalized) autoregressive models with conditional heteroscedasticity; see Wu and Min (2005) and Shao and Wu (2005) for more examples.
As in Wiener (1958 ), Priestley (1988 and Wu (2005b) , (3) can be interpreted as a physical system with η n = (. . . , ε n−1 , ε n ) being the input, g being a filter and X n being the output. Let (ε j ) be an iid copy of (ε j ) and
Wu (2005a) established the following strong approximation or strong invariance principle.
Under (4), there exists a standard Brownian motion IB such that on a richer probability space, S i can be uniformly approximated by IB(i):
where σ 2 = k∈Z E(e 0 e k ) is the long-term variance. The celebrated strong invariance principle of Komlós et al (1975) Strong invariance principle is a very useful tool to access asymptotic properties of S n and it plays an important role in asymptotic inference since Brownian motions have many nice analytical and probabilistic properties. The condition (4) is easily verifiable since it is directly related to the data-generating mechanism of (e i ). Wu (2005b) defined e i − e * i p as the physical dependence measure which quantifies the degree of dependence of outputs on inputs. Wu and Shao (2004) showed that, for a variety of nonlinear time series models, e n − e * n p = O(r n ) for some r ∈ (0, 1) and hence (4) trivially holds. For causal ARMA process it is easily seen that (4) also holds. With the help of (5), we are able to conduct a systematic study of the asymptotic properties of estimates of µ. In the sequel it is assumed that (4), and consequently (5), holds with p = 4.
Nonparametric inference of µ in model (1) typically involves the quantity
where w n (t, i) are suitable weights. To see how to apply the strong invariance principle (5) to (6), we introduce
and the Gaussian process
Assume that (5) holds with p = 4. Using Abel's summation by parts, we have
log n]
and the uniform approximation
If w n (t, i) is sufficiently smooth in i, then Ω n (t) and Ω n have tractable bounds and the asymptotic properties of Y n (t) follow from those of Y n (t). In other words, (1) can be reduced to the conventional model
where Z k are iid standard normals and σ and µ are unknown. This idea is implemented in the Sections 3 and 4 below. 
f is Lipschitz continuous on the interval [t j , t j+1 ), j = 0, . . . , k, and the corresponding
set of jump locations and sizes, where
Important problems in the inference of structural breaks include (i) testing the hypothesis of no structural change H 0 : J(µ) = 0 or µ ∈ L[0, 1] and (ii) estimating the locations and sizes of structural breaks. These two problems are dealt with in Theorems 1 and 2, respectively. The null hypothesis implies the smooth change of the trend: for some constant c > 0, |µ k+1 − µ k | ≤ c/n holds for all n ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ k < n. In comparison, in the classical change-point inference, µ k does not change.
The formulation µ ∈ P L[0, 1] is more general than the one in the classical setting. On the other hand, however, without the piecewise constancy assumption, we can only use local information since a Lipschitz continuous function can be locally approximated by a constant. For example, to test whether a given t ∈ (0, 1) is a discontinuous point, we can compare the local averages of X j over nt < j < nt + k n and over nt − k n < j < nt, where k n → ∞ is a sequence of bandwidths for which k n /n → 0. If the two averages are close, then t is unlikely a discontinuous point. A global measure of the discrepancy is
A non-overlapping version of D * n is given by
where m = n/k n and A i is the average of X j over the ith block {1
Let
take large values. So D n can also be used to test whether µ has discontinuous points. There certainly exist other ways to detect discontinuities; see the references cited in Section 1.
More general forms are considered in Section 3.1. 
Let γ m = (4 log m − 2 log log m)
. Then we have log m{k
where V has the extreme value distribution
Theorem 1 is not yet directly applicable since the quantity σ is typically unknown and it needs to be estimated (Section 5). Let σ n be an estimate of σ such that
log π be
Now we consider the power of the test. Consider the local alternative in which there exists a jump at θ ∈ (0, 1) with jump size
it is easily seen that the power goes to 1. 
We estimate the unknown jump location τ bŷ
The first estimate is motivated by the cumulative sum procedure in Pettitt (1980) . In the special case in which e i are iid normal and there are only two levels
and µ τ = . . . = µ (i+2)k ,τ is the maximum likelihood estimate. It has been claimed thatτ is superior toτ since the weights l(4k − l) can remedy certain boundary problems; see for example Pettitt (1980) and Csörgǒ and Horváth (1997) . In our setting such a problem is not prominent since I i−2 ∪ I i+1 do not contain jumps.
provided that
has a unique maximum almost surely. 
Higher order structural breaks
Let τ be a positive integer and assume that f ∈ C
For example, let f (t) = min(1/2, t). Then t = 1/2 is a discontinuous point of order 1. Let 
We can also generalize (12) by using a higher order kernel. To this end, we need to introduce a class A(α). It is motivated by Theorem A1 in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) which concerns the extreme distributional theory of Gaussian processes.
exists, where κ
The limit C g in (23) also satisfies 2κ . As (17), by Lemma 2, we have
The convergence issue
It is well-known that the convergence to the extreme value distributions in (16), (17) and (29) To make the above approach applicable, we need to estimate the long-term variance σ 2 . This problem has a long history. In Section 5 several estimates of σ are proposed satisfyinĝ 
Simultaneous confidence bands
There exists a huge literature on nonparametric estimation of the mean regression function µ. Here we use the popular Priestley-Chao estimate
Here the bandwidth b n satisfies b n → 0 and nb n → ∞ and K is a nonnegative kernel with K(s)ds = 1. In the sequel we assume that K ∈ LP and it has bounded support. Other methods include the Gasser-Müller estimate, local linear estimate, splines and wavelets.
Proposition 2 below can be used to construct pointwise confidence intervals. It is a simple consequence of (6)- (10) and details are omitted.
Proposition 2. Assume that (4) holds with p = 4 and K has bounded variation, b n → 0 and (log n)
In practical situations, however, it is often not very useful to provide only pointwise confidence intervals and a SCB is more desirable. At a given level α ∈ (0, 1), to construct a 100(1 − α)% asymptotic SCB for µ, we need to find two functions l and u depending on
If the trend is of certain parametric forms, then methods such as least squares can be applied to estimate µ and SCB can be constructed by Scheffé (1959) 's procedure in conjunction with asymptotic normal theory. However, in many cases such parametric forms are unknown and one needs to resort to nonparametric techniques since they make very few structural assumptions. On the other hand, nonparametric estimates may suggest appropriate parametric models. With the SCB (27), it is possible to test the validity of parametric models. 
Theorem 3 easily follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 (cf. Section 8), which concern the stochastic part µ bn (t) − E[µ bn (t)] and the bias part
). In Condition (28), the first part
suggests that the bandwidth b n should not be too small, thus ensuring the validity of the strong approximation by Gaussian processes. On the other hand, the second part nb 7 n log n → 0 suggests that b n should not be too large such that the bias can be controlled. Condition (28) and it may be very close to 0 [Philipp and Stout (1974) , Eberlein (1986) ]. As can be seen from (9) 
Implementation
Letσ andμ be estimates of σ and µ , respectively. Based on Theorem 3, an asymptotic 100(1 − α)% confidence band can be constructed as
and
]. In the independent error case, Eubank and Speckman (1993) proposed (30) with an estimated MSE optimal bandwidthb n . The estimation of µ is not easy especially when data points are not abundant.
To overcome the disadvantage, we adopt a jackknife-type bias correction scheme. As-
. Consider the simple estimate of the formμ
So one does not need to estimate the unpleasant term µ . There certainly exists other forms, for example, a general form of (31) Härdle (1986) for other forms. Here for simplicity we use (31).
Due to the presence of dependence, the optimal MSE bandwidth b n is different from the one in the independence case (Herrmann et al, 1992) . By the variance estimates in the latter paper and Ruppert et al (1995) , a simple choice isb n = ρ (Fan and Gijbels, 1996) . It is unclear how to obtain the optimal constant c. In practice we choose k n ∈ (n 1/3 , n 1/2 ).
As mentioned in Section 3.2, the convergence in (29) is slow. We shall therefore apply a similar simulation based approach. For ease of application, we combine the the smoothing parameters selection procedures in preceding paragraphs and list the details below. ) and obtain an estimateσ of σ. (a 1 , . . . , a n ). Here we consider three asymptotically consistent estimates:
Estimating σ
Inσ 2 , u 1/4 = 0.674... is the 3rd quartile of the standard normal distribution. Carlstein (1986) considers strong mixing processes by using non-overlapping blocks. Ourσ 3 is closely related to Carlstein's subseries variance estimate.
Theorem 4. Assume that (4) holds with p = 4 and µ
. Then
. Then E(|σ
).
We conjecture that, asσ 3 , the other two estimates also satisfyσ 1 ,
. It seems thatσ 2 is more robust whileσ 1 andσ 3 are vulnerable to large jumps in µ. For the special AR(1) models with iid normal innovations, Carlstein (1986) . A result of similar vein on block-wise bootstrap variance estimate is given in Künsch (1989) .
It is interesting to note that our underlying condition (4) plays two important roles at the same time: one is to ensure the strong invariance principle (5) while the other is to achieve the MSE-optimal variance estimate as in Theorem 4(ii).
A simulation study
In this section we shall perform a simulation study for nominal levels (coverage probabilities) of our SCB. Let ε i be iid standard normals and |θ| < 1. Consider the process
If θ = 0, then e i = ε i are iid. Otherwise e i forms a nonlinear autoregressive process. Since |θ| < 1, it is easily seen that (33) has a stationary distribution and e n − e * n p = O(|θ| n ) (Wu and Shao, 2004) . Hence (4) holds. Interestingly, F (u) = P(e i ≤ u) has a skew-normal density of the form f (u) = 2φ(u)Φ(δu), where φ (resp. Φ) is the standard normal density (resp. distribution) function (Andel, Netuka and Svara, 1984) . The extra parameter .01 2.020 . 001 .951 .953 .953 .955 .966 .969 .976 .985 .995 1.00
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For the model X k = cos(2πk/n) + ε k , 1 ≤ k ≤ n, where n = 200 and ε k are iid standard normals, Ruppert et al (1995) 's automatic bandwidth selection procedure shows that the optimal bandwidth b for the local linear regression is around 0.07. In this case, for θ = 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.8, the coverage probabilities range from 0.950 to 0.958. They are quite close to the nominal level 95%. However, if θ is close to 1, then the dependence is strong and we need to choose relatively large bandwidth to ensure the validity of the strong approximation. The last column of Table 1 supports this claim. On the other hand, however, too large b increases the bias, hence the the coverage probabilities decrease.
Applications

Nile river data
The data X i , 1 ≤ i ≤ 100, consist of measurements of the annual flow of the river Nile at
Ashwan from 1871 to 1970. Since Cobb (1978) , the Nile river data has been extensively studied. It is believed that there is a jump (decrease) in year 1899 which may be due to the construction of a new dam at Aswan. However, it seems that in the literature most analysis of this data assumes that the observations are independent. Here we shall apply Theorem 1 and test the existence of jumps without assuming independence.
Since the convergence in (17) is very slow, we resort to the following simulation method to obtain cut-off values. Let n = 100, k = 15 and m = 1 + n/k = 7. We repeat the following process for 10 4 times: generate n iid normals N(0,1) and calculate (12). The 95%
and 99% simulated quantiles are 1.07 and 1.24, respectively. For the Nile river data, with
we get D * n = 254.06, which needs to be re-scaled by the long-term standard deviationσ. Assuming that the observations are independent, Cobb (1978) suggested σ = 125. Here we shall calculate it by (32). Examining the plot of the 3 estimates, we choose lag 9 and obtainσ 1 = 176,σ 2 = 162 andσ 3 = 194. As mentioned in Section 5, σ 2 = 162 is preferred for the sake of robustness. Therefore the value of the test statistic D * n /σ 2 = 254.06/162 = 1.57. Since the latter value is larger than the 99% quantile 1.24, we conclude that the jump does exist at 1% level (it is significant even ifσ 3 is used: 
Global warming data
Global temperature series have been extensively studied in the statistics community; see for example Bloomfield and Nychka (1992) , Vogelsang (1998) n /σ = 0.495. Based on the simulation method outlined in Section 3.2, we obtain the simulated p-value 22%. Therefore we are pleased to conclude that there is no evidence for jumps in the mean trend. In an interesting paper, Müller and Stadtmüller (1999) analyzed the infant growth data and argued that the growth of children occurs in jumps in the sense that there is a short period of fast growth, since it is unlikely that a mathematical jump discontinuity exists in reality. There is no jump in the derivative since the p-value is 0.414. 
Proofs
We begin by establishing following lemma which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Recall γ m = (4 log m − 2 log log m) 
where V 1 has the extreme value distribution
Proof.
/2) and b n = (log n)
is strictly stationary and m-dependent with m = 2. Using P(
Let 0 < λ < 1 − 2
. By Theorem 3.7.1 in Galambos (1987) , (34) follows from
Lemma 2. Assume that (4) holds with p = 4 and that function H ∈ P L has bounded support. Further assume that H ∈ A(α) and H
where m = 1/b n . Then
Proof. Let IB be the Brownian motion in (5),
. Then Y is a stationary Gaussian process and Y (s) has mean 0 and
By Corollary A1 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) , for u ∈ R,
By the scaling property of Brownian motions,
Using the Abelian summation technique, we have by (5) that
since H ∈ LP has totally bounded variation. Note that the condition √ nb n /(log n)
]. Using the argument in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) , we can show that (36) follows from (37)- (39) 
) as δ → 0, the lemma follows. ♦ Proof of Theorem 1. We shall first prove (16). Let IB be the Brownian motion in the strong invariance principle (5) and
where
uniformly over i and j. Recall m = n/k n . By (15),
So (16) follows from (41) and Lemma 1.
The relation (17) can be similarly proved. The function
satisfies the corresponding conditions in Lemma 2 with C H = 3/2. As (41),
The rest follows from Lemma 2.
). By the
Then (i) follows.
(ii) For presentational clarity let c = −1 and i = 2. Then the unknown jump τ ∈
, for large n, there is no jump over I 0 ∪ I 3 and
Since
Note that (4) implies max j≤4k
By (42) and (43),
Therefore, since k → ∞ and k/n → 0, for
we have P(τ =τ ) → 1. It then remains to show that (ii) and (iii) hold forτ . Clearly,
To proveτ − τ = O P (1), it suffices to verify that P(|τ − τ | ≥ p k ) → 0 for any sequence
Similarly, if q ≤ −p k , we also have
Combining these two cases, we obtain P(|τ − τ | ≥ p k ) → 0 and hence (ii) holds.
We now prove (iii). Let d q = −q1 q>0 (2λ + 1)/4 + q1 q<0 (3 − 2λ)/4. By the assumption in (iii),T q = S τ +q − S τ + d q has one unique maximum over q ∈ Z almost surely. Let Q be the q which attains the maximum. ThenQ and Q are identically distributed and P(TQ = max q =QTq ) = 0. The latter relation implies that
For
Sinceτ − τ = O P (1), by (46), we have P(τ =Q) → 1 and (iii) follows.
Case (iv) can be similarly proved. Here we provide an outline of the argument. Again
and W q = G q /g q . Letτ = τ + argmax k+1−τ ≤q≤3k−τ W q . As (44), P(τ =τ ) → 1.
). Let q ≥ p k , where p k > 0 is a real sequence satisfying
) by combining a similar argument concerning the case q ≤ −p k .
), . Then Hence (48) 
